This paper advances Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Process (MSDP) models as a new framework for modelling nonstationary and nonlinear time series and complex systems, and discuss possible applications of MSDP models in global financial market analysis and surveillance. Both the discrete-and continuous-time forms of MSDP models are constructed: Multilevel Structural Time Series (MSTS) with Unobserved Components (UC) and Multilevel Stochastic Differential Equations (MSDE). On possible applications of MSDP models, attention is focused on the two most important types of financial markets: world major stock market indices and global foreign exchange (forex) rates. Based on MSDP models, a comprehensive methodology for financial market analysis and surveillance is provided, which consists of three major components: (1) developing a particular set of MSDP models for a given set of markets, (2) identification of multilevel trends, cycles and seasonalities using particular models, (3) discovery, detection and projection of high-level dynamics patterns including turbulence and chaos, convergence of multiple time frames signalling market crashes or trend accelerations, and financial bubbles and anti-bubbles. Managing financial market and currency risks with robust scientific models is extremely important for governments and corporations. MSDP models for stock markets and forex markets will enable governments and financial industry to implement market surveillance for early warning on financial market crises, and provide pockets of predictability on multiple time frames for making better decisions involving international stock and currency portfolios. MSDP models as a general and powerful mathematical and computational modelling framework have a potential to create a new generation of multilevel stochastic dynamical process models not only in finance but also in social, economical, natural, environmental, physical and engineering applications.
Introduction
This paper advances Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Process (MSDP) models as a new type of multivariate stochastic process and dynamic system models for modelling multivariate nonstationary and nonlinear time series and complex systems. There are two forms of MSDP models, Multilevel Structural Time Series (MSTS) models with Unobserved Components (UC) for discrete-time time series, and Multilevel Stochastic Differential Equations (MSDE) models for continuous-time stochastic and dynamic processes. In theory, the MSDE models may also include fractional calculus modelling for deterministic stochastic processes. Direct modelling, analysis and surveillance of the global forex markets using stochastic process and dynamic system models represents a leading-edge research movement stemming from the confluence of mathematical finance, quantitative finance, behaviour finance, econophysics, computational finance, technical analysis, fundamental analysis, strategic analysis and intelligent finance.
Our primary underlying applications of MSDP models are in the global financial markets, in particular, we shall focus on stock indices (stock market indices) and forex rates (foreign exchange or currency market prices). In general, we will use terms 'market prices' or simply 'prices' to refer to the target variables in financial time series, which may refer to stock indices or stock prices if stock markets are concerned, or to forex rates in case foreign exchange markets are discussed. These two types of financial markets are the most accessible and most popularly participated by investing public worldwide. They are also the major components of modern market economy: the stock market to a county supports its domestic economy and the forex markets maintain the functioning of the international trade and global economies. Understanding, analysis and surveillance of the stock markets and forex markets will provide a good basis for understanding other financial markets such as interest rates, bonds and commodities, etc. Another fundamental consideration of ours is that stock index futures and forex rates offer around-the-clock accessibility and massive liquidity. Because of their sheer size, the stock index markets and forex markets are highly efficient, and the effects of news and other exogenous influences are limited, quickly absorbed, and react in a more logical fashion. The size alone makes them very difficult to manipulate.
Depending on the fundamental perspective to be taken, analysis of financial markets involves modelling of historical price time series in terms of analytical components such as trends, swings, cycles, seasonality, key price levels such as support or resistance, volume confirmation, intermarket influence or confirmation, technical indicators, economic indicators, socio-economic indocators, etc. In this paper, we adopt a pure technical perspective focusing solely on market price time series and possibly a limited number of economic indicator time series. Therefore, we are only concerned of ourselves with constructing or discovering MSDP models for market prices directly from the historical time series data, and with projecting the future price predictions using the discovered models from the historical and most recent price data.
Surveillance of financial markets refers to a comprehensive non-stop process of a fully automated or interactive intelligent finance system or systems for continuos monitoring of the target markets. The basis of surveillance is the analysis of market activities and prices in terms of multilevel trends, cycles and sesonalities, key price levels, key time zones, and other confirming signals such as volume and market breadth. The tasks of surveillance include discovery, detection or projection of high-level dynamic patterns such as turbulence, chaos, convergence or divergence of market signals, financial bubbles or anti-bubbles, etc. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 tracks back the origin of the mainstream of academic quantitative finance modelling and addresses the fundamental problem of predictability of market prices, and briefly reviews the multidisciplinary investigations on modelling market prices and statistical properties; Section 3 provides our perspective of MSDP modelling in contrast with all other existing approaches; Section 4 describes the characteristics of stock markets and stock indices and their derivative futures, and provides a background on forex market analysis and modelling; Section 5 introduces the general mathematical concepts and constructs of Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Process (MSDP) models; Section 6 constructs the discrete-time form of MSDP models -the Multilevel Structural Time Series Models with Unobserved Components; Section 7 constructs the continuous-time form of MSDP models -the Multilevel Stochastic Differential Equations (MSDE); Section 8 discusses how to extract signals from market price time series, including multilevel trends, cycles, seasonalities, key price levels and key time zones; Section 9 addresses the variety of high-level dynamic patterns such as turbulence, chaos, convergence or divergence of market signals, financial bubbles or anti-bubbles, and how to discover, detect or project these high-level dynamic patterns from incomplete developing market information. Section 10 provides sample evidence to the feasibility and significance of the MSDP models and the methodology for financial market analysis and surveillance; Section 11 points out theoretical and practical significance and implications of the MSDP models.
The Origin of Quantitative Finance and The Problem of Predictability
Stochastic process models of financial market prices were first put forward by Bachelier (1900) in his dissertation 'The Theory of Speculation', which had the central point that the fluctuations of the stockmarket are unpredictable and should be considered in terms of probabilities. In particular, Bachelier derived a formula for the stochastic price changes, which is now popularly called Brownian motion, random walk, or Wiener process. For times of the order of years, the stock market indeed follows the Brownian motion with astonishing precision. Bachelier's assumptions on random market were later rediscovered and reformulated in the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) (Fama 1970 (Fama , 1991 Fama and French 1992) . Consequently, market prediction was expelled from the agenda, and a new type of question was suggested; i.e., how to get better investment returns in this random walking market without addressing the prediction problem. Attempts to answer this question led to fruitful developments. This question was first answered by Markowitz (1952) with his theory of portfolio selection in terms of mean and variance of expected returns. By varying the mean of expected returns, one obtains a complete set of optimal portfolio, the so-called efficient frontier, which indicates that high returns must always be associated with high risk. Tobin (1958) found that the existence of a riskless asset, such as US Treasury bills, allows one to match risk preferences with a single super-effective portfolio of risky stocks and some position in the riskless asset. However, the construction of the super-effective risky portfolio does not depend on risk preferences and is unique for all investors. Since all rational investors will do the same, the super-effective portfolio will be a market portfolio of all risky stocks, with shares defined by a ratio of their market capitalization to the capitalization of the entire market. This idea was formulated into the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) by Sharpe (1964) . The main point of the CAPM is that the average return on a stock relative to the whole market can be determined by the ratio between the covariance of this stock return and the whole market return, scaled by the variance of the market return. This model naturally can serve as a basis for an investment strategy: if the return on a stock is lower than predicted by CAPM, buy it and hold the position until the market corrects the mispricing. However, since everyone will try to do the same, the supply-demand mechanism should make returns on all these riskless portfolios equal to the riskless interest rate. This idea is expressed by the Arbitrage Pricing Theory by Ross (1976) . As a consequence of this line of prediction-free finance models, it is now intriguing to note that a paradoxical conclusion emerges: the efficient market theory started with the assumption that the market cannot be predicted and follows a random walk, but ends up with predicting price movements in anticipation of a market correction corresponding to a discrepancy between the actual market prices and their theoretical predictions.
The theory of efficient markets reached the height of its dominance in academic finance around the 1970s. Faith in this theory was eroded by a succession of discoveries of anomalies (Siegel 2002) and of evidence of excess volatility of returns (Mandelbrot 1997 (Mandelbrot , 2004 , found by multidisciplinary finance researchers, largely inspired by the steadfast beliefs and firsthand empirical knowledge and wisdom of professional analysts and traders. This includes the blossoming of research, since the 1990s, on econophysics (Mantegna and Stanley 1999; Sornette 2003; Ilinski 2001; Bouchaud and Potters 2003; Voit 2004) , behaviour finance (Shiller 2002) , computational finance (Farmer 2002; Farmer and Joshi 2002; Farmer et al 2003; LeBaron 2005) , and intelligent finance (Pan, Sornette and Kortanek 2004) . Evidence was found of predictability at long horizons (Campbell and Shiller 1988, Sornette 2003; Zhou and Sornette 2003) , and at shorter horizons (Lo and MacKinlay 1988, Pan 2004 ). More interestingly, the professional technical analysis has been revisited by increasingly more academic researchers such as Brock, Lakonishok and LeBaron (1992) and Caginalp and Balenovich (2003) .
A Perspective of Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Process Modelling
Although it is believed now, though still variably, by many mathematical and computational finance researchers that the pockets of predictability with probability can emerge, disappear and re-emerge in the financial markets in a stochastic and dynamical manner, not much work is reported in the literature for modelling the prices directly using stochastic and dynamical process models. Most of the stochastic differential equations in finance have concentrated on modelling price returns and volatility for the purposes of option pricing and risk management. Also, not much work on discrete-time time series models for market prices have been reported. Structural Time Series (STS) models with Unobserved Components (UC) including time-variable and state-dependent trends, cycles, seasonality and random walking noise have, however, been developed substantially since the 1980s in the environmental modelling community (Young 1974 (Young , 1984 (Young , 1999 (Young , 2000 and in the macro-econometric modelling community (Harvey 1984 (Harvey , 1989 (Harvey , 2005 , after the advent of the state space model of the Kalman filter in the 1960s in control engineering. Nevertheless, both the stochastic differential equations and structural time series models developed so far are virtually all confined to providing a single-level model on a single time scale. In particular, although single-level stochastic differential equations can simulate realistic price time series, it is not known how to use them in predicting future prices. On the other hand, no structural time series models are available for modelling multilevel trends and swings in the real price time series.
The key perspective underlying our approach, models and methodology is the multiple characteristic levels of time scale, which corresponds essentially to the so-called multiple time frames referred to by professional analysts and traders. The concept of multilevel analysis includes at least two parts: the time resolution of the market price time series data, and the time horizon of modelling, prediction, investment and trading of different market participants.
In its most general sense, the time scale should be continuous, so there is a scale space for any parametric model of market. However, in practice, real financial time series exhibit clear characteristic levels of time scale, each with well-defined geometrical structure of price dynamics. Much of the mainstream academic finance theories have concentrated on modelling market price returns and volatilities, while very little has been done on modelling the prices directly for the purpose of predicting the absolute market direction and potential, as well as multi-time frame projections. This is because predictive modelling of market prices touches the issue of market efficiency, which has been debated for quite a long time in academic finance. It has been realised only recently by multidisciplinary researchers that both mainstream academic finance theories of efficient market and professional technical analysis and fundamental analysis may be valid, each within a certain range of time scale. For example, on the monthly and yearly basis, the market is indeed very efficient; however, on the daily and intraday basis, there are also many dynamic price patterns that may be profitably exploitable, depending on the information conditions and adequacy and efficiency of skills for information processing, understanding, modelling, implementation and execution of the trader. This provides hope that it may be possible in the long run to bring together the academic finance theories of efficient markets and professional technical and fundamental analysis into a grand unified theory of intelligent finance in order to find the coherent truth of the market. The Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Process (MSDP) models to be advanced in this project are nested process models on multiple scale levels of time for modelling the same stochastic dynamic process, level by level, and the set of stochastic dynamic process (SDP) models for each single level that may share the same or similar kernel structure with timevarying state-dependent parameters. A complete set of MSDP models is characterised by two key properties: (1) the process on a given level is fully determined by the set of SDP models of that level, which is defined on top of the process of its previous higher (coarser) level; (2) the fractal dimension of the process on a given level is higher than that of its previous higher level. There are fundamental reasons for using MSDP models in financial time series, as observed by professional analysts and traders, and empirically formulated in the Dow theory of multilevel trends, Elliott waves, Gann cycles and geometry, as well as later evolutions of technical analysis throughout the 20 th century. A primary reason is due to the heterogeneity of investors with different time horizons and other qualities, so they react to the same information differently. These kinds of considerations have been reformulated in the fractal market hypothesis.
Stock Market Indices and Foreign Exchange Market Rates
A stock market index, or simply, stock index, for a stock market is generally defined as a weighted average of the stock prices of a specific number of the most representative stocks listed and traded on an exchange. For Australia, the two most commonly used benchmark indices are the All Ordinary Index (AORD) and the ASX Standard & Poor 200 Index (AXJO). AORD is an index representing the 500 most representative stocks, while AXJO the 200 most representative stocks selected by Standard & Pool Corporation. Both AORD and AXJO stocks are listed on Australian Stock Exchange (ASX). For USA, the three benchmark indices are the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJI), Standard & Poor's 500 Index (GSPC), and Nasdaq 100 index (IXIC). DJI represents a particular set of 30 largest and most widely held public companies listed on NYSE exchange, GSPC a set of 500 largest stocks, and IXIC a set of 100 largest stocks listed on NASDAQ exchange. Much of the quantitative modelling of financial time series were focused on stock indices. There are at least two motivations here: the one is due to the fact that a stock index is far more efficient than any single stock price because the index represents the whole stock market, which can hardly be manipulated or affected by whatever happening in an individual stock; the second is due to the availability of the stock index futures which fluctuates around the underlying index. The index futures provides a means to trade the index approximately. Of course, there are also one or more index-following funds that provide means to trade the index.
The foreign exchange or 'forex' (also called the spot market) is the largest financial market in the globe. Its average daily trading volume is almost 100 times that of the NYSE stockmarket. The forex market offers around-the-clock accessibility, massive liquidity, no commissions, no margin calls, maximum leverage, no gaps and guaranteed stops. Because of its sheer size, the forex market is highly efficient, and the effects of news and other exogenous influences are limited, quickly absorbed, and react in a more logical fashion, which may possibly be modelled by proper transfer functions. As well, the size alone makes it very difficult to manipulate. This market is free from accounting scandals or corporate fraudulence or corruption. The forex market provides the primary means for diversifying a portfolio on the global scale. The chief players in the forex market are major banks and international corporations.
In the literature of currency economics and forex market analysis, there are three distinct disciplines to the forex market analysis: (1) Fundamental economic analysis has developed a number of equilibrium exchange rate models (Stockman 1987; Mark 1995; Engle and West 2005) , typically focusing on Purchasing Power Parity (PP), the monetary and portfolio approaches, the external balance, real interest rate differentials and the Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER). These equilibrium models are extremely useful for predicting long-term exchange rate trends, but most have a relatively poor track record over the shorter time frame. Typically, the period in which most forex market participants are focused is from one day to three months.
(2) The professional technical analysis: It is important to note that only just over 5% of the forex market activity is generated by governments and companies that convert between currencies for undertaking international business. The other 90% is purely speculative. Professional traders recognise that it is for this reason that the forex market adheres so well to charting and technical analysis. Quantitative analysis (Neely, Weller and Dittmar, 1997) has found strong evidence of economically significant out-of-sample excess returns to technical trading rules in the forex market. While the long-term exchange rate forecasting is in the realm of the economic equilibrium models, technical analysis has its strength in predicting the timing of market moves, which include the breakout of those fundamentally-based long-term trends.
(3) The flow analysis (Henderson 2002) , which involves the tracking of a bank's client order flows, is also very effective for forecasting short-term exchange rate moves. This is now a practical part of the blossoming field of behavioural finance, which studies behavioural patterns such as investor herding, self-fulfilment of trends, financial bubbles and antibubbles.
With regard to forex market modelling, this research shall focus on the multi-time frame forex market behaviour through modelling the multiple forex rate time series in the dynamic big picture, provided by existing economic equilibrium models.
Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Process (MDSP) Models
Consider a stochastic dynamic process function defined in continuous time t . In general, a time series of is available , with
is assumed to be nonstationary and nonlinear, and multifractal. Also assume there are n characteristic levels of time scale such that the time on the l-th level of time scale corresponds to . For example, a dyadic scale series is defined by . On the 0-th level, provides the coarsest approximation to . On the n -th level,
, it refers to the original time t and function . On the l-th level, the function is approximated by which is supposed to be determined by an m-th order differential equations
where l θ is a vector of parameters defining , and l F l ξ is a vector of noise terms on this l -th level. Let denote the fractal dimension of . Now putting all the n-level equations together, we have a set of MSDP model
Note that the essence of this set of MSDP models is to approximate the original function through a hierarchical series of time scale levels, level by level. Each l-th level function is determined on top of its immediate previous (l-1)-th level function , and is a finer approximation than . On each single level, the model is stochastic if the noise
is time-variable; and the model is dynamic if the parameters l θ are also time-variable, so is said to be state-dependent. According to the nature of time t , the general MSDP type of models have two forms: discrete-time structural time series models, and continuous-time stochastic differential equations. Actually, each single-level model can be a set of equations.
Multilevel Structural Time Series (MSTS) Models with Unobserved Components (UC)
A multilevel structural time series (MSTS) model has a discrete-time form of the general MSDP model of (1), but the function on each l-th level of time scale now has a general form of univariate unobserved component model
where the function on the last coarser level, which in fact serves as the trend or lowfrequency component to ; is a sustained cyclical or quasi-cyclical component with period different from that of any seasonality in the data; is a seasonal component corresponding to a particular kind of cycles with physical time periodicity, so is also called physical cycles while may be better called dynamical cycles; identically-distributed process following a Gaussian distribution; i.e.,
. Note that the key difference of this structural time series (STS) model as defined by (3) as the discrete-time kernel to a MSTS model from the standard STS model with UC in time series literature and in macro-econometric models is that the kernel (3) is a hierarchically nested time series with the trend on the current level being the function of the last coarser level, so this trend component needs not to be determined on this level. Therefore, this kernel of (3) is in fact easier to solve from the data than the standard STS model.
The most important unobserved components in (3) are the cyclical term and the seasonal term . Both terms can be modelled in a similar manner to dynamic harmonic regression (DHR): 
is assumed to be describable by a Generalized Random Walk (GRW) process of the form (Jakeman and Young, 1979 Young, , 1984 Young et al, 1989) 
Multilevel Stochastic Differential Equations (MSDE)
On each given l-th level, the function fluctuates about . Here, if is the market price on the current level, can be considered as a fundamental value in the equilibrium market model. But in our model, refers to the dominant trend for the l-th level. The change of can be naturally modeled as containing three parts: a stochastic drift of itself which can be understood as the persistency on the current level, an adjustment by the dominant trend which is negatively related to the deviation of from , and a random noise. We provide a basic model in the form of a set of stochastic differential equations as an advancement by taking advantages from classical equilibrium models such as Watson and Getz (1981) and augmented micro-market structure models such as Balenovich (1994, 2003) , Bouchaud and Cont (1998) and Ozaki et al. (2001) .
An augmentation of the classical theory of price adjustment stipulates that relative price change occurs in order to restore a balance between supply S and demand , which in turn depends on price and price derivative , i.e.
where denotes the imbalance between supply and demand. We require function satisfy two properties: ζ are three Brownian motion processes. For the ease of reading, in this set of equations, the level subscript l is omitted for all the coefficients and parameters except the functions from . Clearly, this set of SDE's provides a kernel for a multilevel SDE model (MSDE). Fractional calculus modelling for deterministic stochastic processes (Metzler and Klafter, 2000; Liu et al, 2004) is also an open area to this Project.
Extraction of Signals -Multilevel Trends and Cycles from Time Series Data
For MSTS model, the state-space formulation (6) of the unobserved component model (3)- (5) is particularly well-suited to estimation based on optimal Kalman filtering, often accompanied by optimal smoothing procedures such as Fixed Interval Smoothing (FIS). Prior information about the frequency and duration of cyclicity and seasonality can also be incorporated in a Bayesian framework (Harvey et al, 2005) . The continuous-time stochastic differential equations (9)- (11) . This can be done via a wavelet transform which is now a well-established technique in adaptive signal processing. Once the multilevel stochastic dynamic process model-either the discrete-time MSTS model or the continuoustime MSDE model-is dynamically fitted with the original time series data and its multilevel wavelet transforms, the multilevel trends and cycles will be estimated. These outputs provide reliable signals for the subsequent analysis on the high-level dynamics patterns.
Discovery, Detection and Projection of High-Level Dynamics Patterns
The structural signals-multilevel trends, cycles and seasonalities-extracted from the raw historical time series and real-time data streams already provide directly useable information for market analysis and trading decision-making. They also serve as a reliable and robust basis for discovery, detection and projection of high-level dynamics patterns. The space of these dynamic patterns is large and complicated; here we mention three of the most significant patterns:
(1) Turbulence in Forex Market: Let be a typical velocity of the forex rate change on the -th level,
λ be a characteristic parameter defining the probability distribution of the forex rate on the l -th level, and let the velocities be rescaled as 12) and the stochastic process is completely characterized by the drift and diffusion components and . It turns out that within experimental accuracy
A turbulence exhibits a cascade of eddies at successive scales. Larger eddies break up into smaller eddies, transferring energy (i.e., information flow and money flow in forex market) to smaller and smaller scale, until it is dissipated at the smallest scale.
(2) Convergence of Multilevel Trends and Harmonic Coincidence of Multilevel Cycles and Seasonalities: If multilevel trends converge, it is highly likely that the common direction of trends will be strengthened, so there will be break out in the direction of trends, which can lead to market crashes or super-geometrical trend acceleration. On the contrary, if multilevel cycles or seasonalities coincide, a reversal of the current trends will be imminent. This dualism of trend acceleration versus trend reversal are the most important-and most significant-patterns, which are most profitable for decisive traders but, which, unfortunately, are most catastrophic to indecisive traders without proper risk management.
(3) Log-Periodic Power Laws (LPPL): This is a typical exhibition of financial bubbles versus anti-bubbles. For market price (forex rate) on a given scale level, let denote the critical time of the peak of the prices, then the dualism of a bubbling process followed by an anti-bubbling process can be expressed as
This dualism of LPPL are one of the fundamental econophysical models for generating early warning and long-range projection of financial bubbles versus anti-bubbles.
Sample Evidence to the Feasibility and Significance of MSDP Models
In addition to the background information and literature as provided in Sections , Pan (2004) provides a first presentation of the multilevel modeling of financial time series in terms of multilevel dynamical and physical cycles and phases, and demonstrates a real system for predicting Australian All Ordinary Index (AORD) using the multilevel phases extracted from AORD and several key US stock indices. This system has achieved a consistent performance of predicting the daily direction of AORD High, Low and Close returns with respective correctness of about (80%, 80%, 70%). The multilevel phases used in this system correspond to an approximation of the signals as described in Section 8. For detection and projection of long-term dynamical patterns as described in Section 9, the work of Sornette (2003) , Zhou and Sornette (2003) , and many of their publications during 1996-2005 (www.ess.ucla.edu/faculty/sornette/) provides a great deal of successful applications. There is a vast professional literature on multi-time frame technical analysis, including the Dow theory of multilevel trends, Elliott wave principles, Gann cycles and geometry, as well as most recent work on multi-time frame trading methods as collected in Kaufman (2005) . Recent academic revisits to multi-time frame technical and quantitative analysis can be found in Ilinski (2001) , Gencay et al. (2001), and Voit (2003) . Harvey (2006) provides the state of art for structural time series models with unobserved components and applications in economic forecasting, in which modelling of multilevel cycles is briefly mentioned. Here we do not attempt a comprehensive literature review due to space limitations
Discussions on Theoretical and Practical Significance of MSDP Models
Multilevel stochastic dynamic process (MSDP) models in two forms-multilevel stochastic differential equations (MSDE) and multilevel structural time series (MSTS) models are a novel, original, and powerful mathematical and computational modelling framework for modelling and predicting nonstationary and nonlinear time series and complex dynamic systems. MSDE models mark a new generation of the continuous-time stochastic process models from ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations and stochastic differential equations, as well as fractional-order differential equations. MSTS models represent a new generation of the structural time series models, from simple decomposition models, Holt-Winter's exponentially weighted moving average, and unobserved component models with time-variable and state-dependent parameters. Both MSDE and MSTS are qualitative jumps in their respective evolutions. They are new generations built on their respective solid foundations, each with a prestigious history. Like many inventions in the history of mathematics, the original idea of MSDP models actually came from our comprehensive observations and long-time fundamental thinking on the global financial markets, which are quite possibly the most complicated and most challenging complex dynamic systems in existence. We are also inspired by environmental modelling problems, such as long-term climate forecasting and short-term weather forecasting.
Due to the previous concentration of the mainstream finance research on prediction-free modelling and, later on, on single-level stochastic modelling, our set of MSTS models for stock indices and forex rates will be the first direct modelling of forex rates using structural time series models, on multiple levels of time scale. This will quite possibly provide a very general and powerful modelling framework to the existing toolkit of financial mathematics.
Using our particular MSDP models, a methodology of the global stock market and forex market analysis and surveillance, will provide a comprehensive and powerful means for conducting situation assessment, multi-time frame forecasting of the stock markets and forex markets, and for detecting, confirming or projecting possible market crashes and other possible risks. On top of the multilevel trends and cycles extracted using our MSTM models, we will be able to fit high-level models for long-range projections such as log-periodic power laws or turbulent chaos in money flows. This will provide powerful technology for earlywarning catastrophic market and currency crises.
MSDP Models will create a new generation of stochastic process and dynamic systems for modelling and predicting nonstationary and nonlinear time series and complex systems. The mathematics of MSDP models and derived technology will also be extremely useful for developing a new generation of environmental modelling-such as climate modelling and forecasting, geophysical modelling, and macro-econometric modelling and forecastingbecause these problems share comparable stochastic and dynamic properties to financial markets.
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